WASHINGTON, DC -- Today, the U.S. Trade and Development Agency released a Transportation Project Resource Guide which highlights transportation project opportunities throughout Brazil. To promote greater U.S. industry involvement in Brazil’s transportation sector, the guide focuses on priority project opportunities in the sector that are best suited for U.S. industry participation.

The guide features an array of rail, aviation, port and intelligent transportation projects, including opportunities sponsored by the Brazilian federal government, selected state governments, large urban municipalities, and major Brazilian corporations.

USTDA Director Leocadia I. Zak said “We are pleased to work with Brazil to advance their transportation infrastructure goals. U.S. industry and its cutting-edge technologies and services can help enhance the efficiency of Brazil’s transportation infrastructure, ultimately reducing costs and improving the quality of life for local residents.

Highlights from the guide include information on the upcoming modernizations and concessions for the Porto Alegre, Florianopolis and Salvador airports, as well as the airport upgrades needed to support a proposed LATAM Airlines hub in northeast Brazil. The guide also provides details on various port projects, including dredging opportunities at ports such as Itajaí.

The guide can be accessed at:  https://www.ustda.gov/program/brazil-resource-guide